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                    We are a global brand and retail services business.
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What We Do


We work with Brands and Retailers to increase sales, grow profits and drive efficiency. We merchandise and market products in all channels. We remodel and energize stores. We provide insights and analytics to help our clients make better decisions.





Our Services.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat.
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Merchandising

Your products, perfectly displayed.

Merchandising

We provide in store merchandising services to ensure your product is compelling, exciting and perfectly displayed in front of your consumer.
	Category and Product Resets
	Plan-o-gram Maintenance
	Display and shelf services
	POP Install & Management
	Resets and Cut-Ins
	Price and Inventory Audits
	Display Setup
	Stock Replenishment and Rotation
	Out of Stock Management
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Marketing

We generate excitement.

Marketing

We provide marketing services to generate excitement for products and ensure your product stands out on the shelf and on line.
	Sales Promotion
	Sales Assistance
	Event Management
	Brand Launch
	Creative Design Services*
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Distribution

We enable flexible supply chains.


Distribution

We provide experienced resources to staff manufacturer and retailer distribution centers.  We enable flexible supply chain operations.

	Distribution Center Staffing
	Pop-Up Fullfilment Services
	Special Projects
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Retailer
We help remodel, reset and repurpose.


Retailer
We provide experienced resources to retailers to remodel, reset and repurpose the store footprint. 

	Store Remodels
	Store Department Resets
	Omni-Channel Services
	Fixture Installations
	Banner Conversions
	Dark Store Setup
	Kiosk Services
	Pop-Up Store Services
	Store Closings
	Store Downsizings
	Furniture Assembly
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Sales

Experienced sales and field associates.


Sales

We provide experienced resources as sales and field associates to expand brand and retailer sales capacity. 

	Demand Generation
	Sales Assistance
	Experiential Marketing
	Dedicated Sales Team








What Makes Us Different?


First, it is our people.  With a passion for our customers, enabled with ever evolving technology, they consistently deliver results.  Combining 50+ years of retail experience,  a track record of being innovative and creative; we lead with the customer as our focus.  We are also known for scale, both nationally and globally.  Our commitment extends to the community around us, ensuring we give back and are part of the growth where we live and work.

We are honored to be a part of the journey of our people, and the clients we serve.


Why SPAR? We are people delivering results driven by our clients goals.

Read More
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By The Numbers
Ever since SPAR’s conception in 1967, our 50 years of continuous experience has never faltered. Our industry leading store resets, assembly and merchandising services have exceeded the norm, resulting in a revolutionary new standard for profitable retail solutions. Integrity and attention to detail are at the core of what we do, and with a growing number of clients reaching decades of service; efficiency and trust are inherent traits of a SPAR partnership.
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Offices Worldwide
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Merchandisers Worldwide
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Revenue From Global 500 Companies
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Powering merchandising results.
Every Product. Every day.
You create a great product. We’ll take it from there. SPAR has more than 50 years of experience in retail and consumer goods serving some of the world’s best companies. We offer end-to-end services to make sure our client’s product is available and presented in the most compelling way. We focus on our client’s return on investment (ROI) by applying our unique software solutions, experienced resources and a passion for results.
You create a great product.  We’ll take it from there.  SPAR has more than 50 years of experience in retail and consumer goods serving some of the world’s best companies.  We offer end-to-end services to make sure our client’s product is available and presented in the most compelling way.  We focus on our client’s return on investment (ROI) by applying our unique software solutions, experienced resources and a passion for results.

View More
[image: Diverse group of SPAR field workers.]
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SPARview™

Solutions Innovative Retail Technology.

SPARview™, our retail reporting system enabling our customers and teams to successfully communicate, plan, track, analyze and optimize our merchandising services globally to meet all business objectives.  SPARviewTM provides critical information for store specific visit direction, including real-time alerts to guide required activity while ensuring accurate data is captured to provide key insights.
We provide unique software to drive efficiency and provide insights to our clients.  Our proprietary software analytics platform collects data and images, elevated by state-of-the-art tools and technology to help our clients make better decisions, improve operating results and maximize return on investment.

View More
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Our Clients
SPAR is honored to deliver solutions for some of the most recognized retailers and brands across the globe. The journey with our clients begins with the result in mind.  The partnerships we enjoy are anchored in common purpose, clarity of goals, and measures of success.  Many of our clients are long relationships.  We recognize the value of each partnership, tenured or new, and are committed to the same level of belief in exceeding their expectations.
SPAR has preferred status with some of the most well recognized retailers and brands in the world. We invest unmatched care and dedication into the successful completion of every project we perform, and we’re proud to call our clients true partners in the process. Take a look at some of the companies that continue to experience unparalleled results with SPAR.
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Our People Make The Difference

The SPAR team is all and more of what I expected!  Thank you for them! They are amazing!!!!  They needed very little guidance …

Store Readiness Manager, National Convenience Store Retailer



SPAR always get sales at every in-store event. It’s like it’s in their DNA as they are well grounded in how to sell.

Mary - Store Manager, Priceline Bourke Street



We are happy to work with SFMJ as our genuine business partner to achieve our goals.

Noriyuki Hoshino - Team Manager, Santen, SPAR Japan



What sets SPAR apart is the ability to change and to adapt. The customer is the company's total focus! And that brings speed, meeting our expectations and generating great results.

Michelle Tsufa da Costa - Commercial VP Pacific Market International



My experience has been very good, from the beginning we worked together to create the platform tailored to the needs of the company and thus be able to make the most of the tool.

Guillermo Huertas - Mercantil



SGRP Meridian are trusted partners in growth. They share our passion for our brands, and it shows in the day to day dedication to sustained excellence in execution.

Alicia Eggington - Sr. Director, P&G



Your partnership has helped to make Hindustan Unilever an institution and earned us the love and respect of India.

Niranjan Gupta - Head Supply Management, Hindustan Unilever Ltd.



My experience with Sparfacts has been nothing short of amazing. The team are incredibly helpful and super easy to communicate with. No job is too hard for Sparfacts and they do an amazing job every time without fail.

Meagan Falla - Design Group



The service levels SPARFacts offers to Revlon is always of high standard and supported with a professional team.

Revlon



Having SPAR as Nivea's main partner for managing the exclusive Merchandising Team is the key to achieving our goals.

Nivea



I feel very lucky to have the dedicated team I have in Krystyn, Wendy and Mendi. Their management of the McKesson merchandising program is unparalleled. They are always ready to help me out in any way I need, picking up my calls day and night, supplying me with ad hoc data when I have rush requests, and in any other ways I randomly need help. 
They work closely with me to keep our program running smoothly and our customers happy with their service. We are always finding new ways the team is able to assist us with expanding our marketing programs within stores; helping to coordinate and implement new programs such as the sample program, exclusive value shipper, and supplier blitz opportunities just to name a few. I could not be happier with my management team and am very appreciative of the hard work they do everyday!

Alexandria Graziano Colker McKesson - CPG Category Leader



Thank you for a successful launch of Go2Bank. 97% placement within the first round of visits is amazing!! 
Your focus and extra is so appreciated.

A special shoutout to the Spar team @Stephanie Kurdi, @Timothy Bohan and @Grace Liney for the magic you made happen within your organization to ensure our success. Many Thanks!

Karen Kane - Green Dot Sr. Manager, Retail Execution



To date my team is incredibly happy with the work being done by your installers as we’ve experienced very few misses from your team. This leads me to believe the communication from your Ops and PM team has been thorough. It’s always pretty easy to pick out the companies that have spend time providing a structured cascade to their teams.

Andrew Davis - Petsmart Manager of New Stores & Vendor Resets



We're very happy with SPARs execution, better than all other 3Ps we work with!

Marilyn Boyd - Foster Grant Operations Manager



I’m very pleased with the performance I’ve seen so far. I appreciate the partnership provided to me by you and your entire team.

 

I know 2022 is going to be a great year and I’m looking forward to working with you all.

Taylor Tocchio - The Home Depot Field Capital Project Manager



This is excellent work!  Exactly what I was looking for.  Thank you!

Ken Block - P&G Operations Manager



Thank you Eddie. 

 

We had a very hard challenge to accomplish to open our new store in Denver.  By the end of the year to make #50.  

 

Your willingness, teamwork, attitude, follow up, and collaborative team building were top notch.  You and Thank your team answered the call.  

 

I appreciate all your hard work and the store went better because of you.

Danny Threet - CVS Project Manager



I have been at Hallmark for 26 years and have worked with lots of external partners in the past and you are THE BEST.  I just want you to know we truly appreciate your hard work and dedication to try to solve issues together!  You are an outstanding partner.  Thanks for all you do to support our team.

Brian Hoisington - Hallmark Category Product Leader



SPAR Field Team,

MJ Holding appreciates the attention given to the Meijer Electronics Initiative and all efforts to complete visits on a shortened service window. These unprecedented times in the trading card category call for action and partnership, so thank you SPAR Reps and Managers for all the extra effort.
Every 3rd party wishes they were doing as well you are.

Angela McConnell - MJ Holding Director, Retail Operations



You and your team have done an exceptional job in fostering a collaborative environment with our Team. This past year has been a challenge and we grabbed it by the horns and did the best we could. Let’s keep growing together!

Art Sabatas - Incomm Executive Director



So far we are very happy with the coverage and communication from you and your team. They want SPAR to be our first call for future projects.

Matt Raven Reynolds - Lead Manager



These unprecedented times in the trading card category call for action and partnership, so thank you SPAR Reps and Managers for all the extra effort.

Angela McConnell - Director, Retail Operations MJ Holding



Our partnership with SPAR has been tremendously instrumental as we continuously improve our third-party merchandising services. Together, we have collaborated on training, conducted performance audits, and implemented lessons learned. SPAR understands our need for accurate and timely execution, and they strive every day to meet our high expectations.

Kelley Cooper - Director MPMO, Family Dollar



Thank you for coordinating the remodels in Staples store numbers 143, 653 and 953 with minimal lead time. I was working in store #143 all week and was especially pleased with your team’s attention to detail, customer service and overall professional approach to the job.

Mike Hern - Director, Merchandising Program Implementation, Staples



The reason we use SPAR really comes down to efficiency. They provide us with the ability to scale as we grow. We also use them to help us conduct new store sets as well as remodels. It really provides us with a level of flexibility, a great deal of responsiveness, and frankly, they're easy to work with. SPAR has demonstrated the ability to be innovative, supportive, flexible, responsive and accountable.

Chuck Wilson - VP Health Mart Pharmacy Operations at McKesson



My friendships with my colleagues at SPAR has been the best part of my job. They are always willing to lend a helping hand with challenges I am faced with. We have a diverse team who come from a variety of different career backgrounds and are loaded with creative ways of facing uphill battles.

Katrina D. - Client Services Manager - Canada



I really love and respect SPAR and the people that they employ. The open environment, transparent decision-making, and ethical behavior makes SPAR a wonderful place to work.

Deepak - Assiantant Manager - India



Working at the Spar Brasil is a huge responsibility. Always meeting the expectations of the largest trading agency, it may not seem easy, but with the team we have, we can dream even higher.

Gabriel B. - Digital Designer - Brazil



SPAR gives me the great opportunity to work in this organization, where I put my knowledge into practice and at the same time learn day by day. I also learn every day as well and increase my skill set.

Elvira R. - Regional Manager - Mexico



Each person's opinion is respected. You can always make new discoveries by doing spot jobs for clients in different industries.

Hiromi S. - Account Services - Japan








Client Stories
Our clients are at the center of what we do.

SPAR is honored to deliver solutions for some of the most recognized retailers and brands across the globe. The journey with our clients begins with the result in mind.  The partnerships we enjoy are anchored in common purpose, clarity of goals, and measures of success.  Many of our clients are long relationships.  We recognize the value of each partnership, tenured or new, and are committed to the same level of belief in exceeding their expectations.

SPAR has preferred status with some of the most well-recognized retailers and brands in the world. We invest unmatched care and dedication into the successful completion of every project we perform, and we’re proud to call our clients true partners in the process. Take a look at some of the companies that continue to experience unparalleled retail solutions with SPAR.

View More


Cosmetics
When it comes to selling Cosmetics in the Drug channel, it’s critical to display all new items in the accurate location in all […]




Office Supply
10+ years conducting store openings, closings, remodels, major reflow initiatives and special needs requests Work closely with multiple Staples teams on planning and […]




Electronics
A leading International Electronics Company needed a partner that could execute 20,000 store visits to build, replenish and maintain displays during a critical […]



                    
                                            
                                        
                    



Let's Talk
Contact us to learn more about how we can help your business.
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1910 Opdyke Court
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
1-866-417-1601
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